The ICGEB, Trieste Cardiovascular Biology Group, headed by Serena Zacchigna, invites applications for the post of Lab Manager/Technician.

Applicants must hold a university degree in Biology or Biotechnology, Laboratory Technician or equivalent and have at least three years of experience in laboratory work. Previous experience in grant writing and project management is an asset.

Under the guidance and supervision of the Group Leader of the Cardiovascular Biology, the incumbent will assist the group leader and scientists of the laboratory in:

• writing grant proposals and performing scientific and financial reports of ongoing projects;
• maintaining the laboratory in a clean, safe and orderly condition;
• managing the resources of the lab by creating and updating a register of instruments, reagents, and cell lines;
• budget planning and order filing;
• performing technical laboratory duties.

The position is temporarily available according to project funding available for research projects in the Cardiovascular Biology Group. The post is for one year, with possibility of further extension subject to satisfactory performance. The salary is from 24.000 euro, depending on experience and qualifications, starting as soon as possible. Applicants must send a curriculum vitae and a motivation letter at zacchign@icgeb.org by 15th February 2024.